Horrifying vegetarians for over 100 years

Did you ever notice, like we have, that most everyone in our little

village of Marblehead is quite a bit more intelligent than average? We’ve also made the totally
unbiased observation that, for the most part, we tend to be much better looking. Many here will
tell you that this phenomenon is due to our special water. You see, our Village operates its own
water plant. Well, we can tell you now, that after extensive research, it’s NOT the water. While
not discounting the amazing properties of this special water, the evidence we’ve compiled points to
an entirely overlooked reason.

IT’S THE MUTACH’S MEAT!

That’s right! A consensus of local independently verified opinion is that regular consumption of
Mutach’s steaks, chops, fish and of course our spirits and wine makes one much more intelligent and
better looking than the average Ottawa, or Erie County resident! Now, we’ve noticed too, that we
have some employees who do not reside in Marblehead. These employees (by and large) are not
stupid and are very good looking! This of course means that Village residency is not required to
have these attributes. I’ve asked, and these sharp, attractive employees agree, IT MUST BE THE
MUTACH’S MEAT!
So, that, in a nutshell, is obviously why our employees, our customers, and Marbleheaders in
general are so good looking and smart!! Can that really be said of those who buy their meats at the
big stores? No offence, but, without elaborating, we all know that’s not the case.
Concluding, If you want to be smart and good looking, or if you want to stay that way,
shop at Mutach’s for great meat, spirits wine and beer. We can’t help you if you don’t.
Free delivery entire month of Feb. $50 min please.

Mutach’s of Marblehead since 1907
419-798-5203
163 east across from Kelley’s Island Ferry - Find Jimmy Yet?

